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Nowadays we may see emerging need for Big Data processing and analysis in many 

various domains. Increasing volume, variety and velocity of produced data has initiated 

growing interest in Big Data analysis. There are affected domains where it is essential 

to process large amounts of data, for example raw data produced from measurement 

sensors, computer networks or social media such as Twitter. These potentially infinite 

and unbounded sources of information, which are generated in rapidly changing 

velocity and volume, are simply called data streams or streaming data. Processing and 

subsequent analysis of information extracted from streams become a complex issue. It 

critically needs to be processed with low-latency, a solution must be fault-tolerant and 

horizontally scalable. 

We have to consider the data streams as unbounded sources of flowing data [1]. 

Data streams have significant attributes, big volume, high velocity and variety of 

flowing data per time unit [2]. Most common sources of such a streams may be: 

 social media, such as Twitter, Facebook producing massive amounts of data in 

real-time which lose information value very quickly. 

 logging files from web servers, large databases or any other devices. 

 network devices continually generate valuable data in the relation to size of the 

network and its status. 

 sensors measure physical quantities, for example sensors in airplanes generate 

hundreds of terabytes of measurements in hours. 

Since data stream is unbounded and infinite, we can pass through it only once. This 

results in a need to process the data as they come. Traditional approaches to process 

Big Data, like batch processing using MapReduce model, does not meet these 

requirements. With the limited computing power of processing devices we simply do 

not have enough resources to store and process terabytes of data growing even up to 

yottabytes. One of the fundamental methods used for streaming processing is pipelines 

and filters [3]. 
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In our project we analyze existing methods and frameworks for processing data 

streams. We are building software architecture to process data streams with near-real 

timelatency. This architecture provides valuable outputs by applying filters, 

aggregations and groupings on a stream, thus extracting valuable information. Outputs 

are based on user’s queries to data streams, where near-real time processing is 

essential.  

Method we use is a combination of pipelines and filters, and construction of 

acyclic oriented graph (called also topology) with self-adjusting amount of processing 

elements. This topology is designed to process high-volume data streams, it is highly 

horizontally scalable and fault-tolerant. We identify common bottlenecks in topology 

and will try to propose methods and solutions to avoid them. 

To evaluate the properties of proposed topologies in processing of streaming data 

in near-real time we use sources of data such as Twitter and static dataset collection of 

tweets (messages) from Twitter. We will evaluate the performance of suggested 

topology set up using Storm framework [4]. 
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